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ON DEOUCTIVE VARIETIES OF% LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 
S.M. BER6ER 
Abstract; In this paper we study the deductive varieties of (real or 
complex) locally convex spaces (LCS's), i.e. the varieties whose subpreva-
rieties are the subvarieties, too. The structure of these varieties is cha-
racterized in two categories: the category LC of all LCSs and the category 
HLC of all Hausdorff LCS's. Our characterization is categorically-oriented." 
Also, these varieties prove to be generated by the spaces with the "stron-
gest I.e. topology in some prevariety", so they are categorically similar to 
the varieties, generated by LCSs with the strongest I.e. topology. 
Key words and phrases: Deductive varieties, prevariety, reflector, re-
flection, strongest in prevariety I.e. topology. 
Classification: 18A40, 46M10, 54B10 
1. Introduction. The main result of this paper is the characterization 
in terms of reflectors of the deductive varieties of locally convex spaces 
(LCS's). More precisely, we shall write out the collections of the deductive 
varieties dividing them owing to their generation, using only some special 
spaces and reflectors. 
This topic is induced by appropriate general problems of algebra and al-
gebraic logic such as the problem of hereditarily structurally complete alge-
braic systems in the finitary sense (in the Russian literature) and near ques-
tions (see, e.g. [1]). 
However, our results show how far is the structure of the deductive va-
rieties of LCSs from the same in an algebraic case (cf. til). In particular, 
the deductive varieties of LCSs admit a full description in terms of reflec-
tors of varieties, which is impossible even in the category of modules. 
Following 11], we give the definition of the basic object of our paper 
(all necessary notions are either defined below or are folklore in category 
theory or theory of LCS's): 
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Definition 1.1. A variety of LCS s is called deductive if every its 
subprevariety is a subvariety. 
We shall construct some examples of the deductive and non-deductive va-
rieties in Section "Examples". At the end of the paper we shall formulate 
two open questions concerning the structure of the deductive varieties in al-
ternative categories. 
The study of varieties of LCSs was initiated in [2 3, where some general 
results concerning the structure of varieties had been obtained by J. Diestel, 
S.A. Morris and S.A. Saxon (see also tlOj; for prevarieties - till). 
2. Terminology and notation. Our terminology of category theory is 
standard (see, e.g. t3J,tl2j). The symbol RK stands for the reflector from LC 
(HLC) into K, where K is a reflective subcategory of LC (HLC). We write also 
K O K, if K is a full subcategory of LC and K,. Also, r K:X—* RK(X) denotes 
the corresponding reflection of an object X from LC (HLC) into K; while the 
symbol RK(X) denotes the object in K, corresponding to X by the action of the 
reflector RK. 
These denotations are essentially used t h roughou t the paper. In what 
follows, all morphisms (maps) are assumed to be continuous linear (linear re-
spectively), all categories are saturated (i.e. closed under the taking iso-
morphic images); all subcategories are full. 
We write E c-» F if E is a subspace of F, where E,F*HLC (LC); we usual-
ly omit the symbol Obj, and so on. 
Recall that a variety (a prevariety) of LCSs is the subcategory of LC 
or HLC, closed-under the operations S,C,Q (S,C only), where S, C, Q are the 
operations of the taking a subspace (not necessarily closed), the Tychonoff 
product and a separated quotient respectively. 
A variety 7/1 (prevariety P IJt ) is said to be generated by a class of 
LCS's X (denotations: 9 r t = l T ( X ) and P W =V(3C) respectively), whenever 
7K (P Tti ) is an intersection of all varieties (prevarieties), containing 
3C • It is well known that a (pre)variety is a reflective subcategory of LC 
or HLC. All (pre)varieties under consideration are assumed to be nonzero, i.e. 
do not consist of {0} only. 
By L(X) we denote the free LCS on the Tychonoff space X (see, in parti-
cular, 113J). We need essentially only the following property of the func-
tor L:HW—-rHLC, where HW is the category of Tychonoff spaces; namely: L is a 
reflector: HW—*HLC. 
By the Greek letters we denote the ordinals (ORD stands for the class of 
all ordinals; <A is the first infinite ordinal. The symbol |oc| stands for 
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the cardinal, corresponding to oc « ORD; the cardinality of the set S is de-
noted by card(S). The symbol N stands for the set of natural numbers. Last-
ly E+(©c) denotes LCS with the strongest I.e. topology and the Hamel basis 
of cardinality | o<, I , i.e. an indexed by oo locally convex sum of the basic 
field F=R or C. The remaining denotations of concrete LCS's in Section 4 are 
folklore; other denotations are obvious. The sign := means "is equal by defi-
nition to ...". 
3. Results. At the beginning we shall reformulate a result which is ne-
cessary for us. Let XftHLC be endowed with I.e. topology T . The topology (T 
on X is called final (final in P W ) relatively to the map S-.HLC3Y—>X if 
(T is the strongest I.e. topology on X, for which S is continuous (and 
(X,{f)^Pa)t respectively). 
Theoren 3.1 [43. Let P991 be a prevariety in HLC. Then for every X= 
=(X,THHLC, the object Rp~* (X) is described in the following way: Rp:^y(X)= 
=(X,3"), where T is the final in P$YL I.e. topology on X relatively to the 
identity map Id:(X,T)-*. X. 
Every prevariety P7/U t> HLC contains the subcategory P 99T of LCSs 
endowed with the strongest I.e. topology in P9?t (i.e. if E=(E,T)4.P79Z+ and 
(EJ^feP 991, then T > L . The theorem yields the following 
Corollary 3.2. 1) Every space belonging to P Wt+ has the form: 
R* : = RP#l ( E+ ( o c ) )» «** 0 R D-
2) Every subspace and quotient space of R ^ have the form: R^ with 
(h & <*. 
3) Moreover, V(P 90t+) is a variety. 
Proof: It is not hard to notice that every LCS 4 P 991 endowed with the 
strongest in P971 I.e. topology has the form: R«.=Rp^l(E+(oc)), where |<*| = 
cardinality of the Hamel basis in E; this is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.1. This gives the first assertion of the corollary. Let us prove 
the second one. On the one hand, owing to Theorem 1 L5J and since all our 
categories are saturated, and a reflection of a prevariety is always a bi-
section, we may assume that the reflection r p ^ : E — * R p w (E) (EsHLC) is 
the(algebraically) identity map. On the other hand, every linear mapping § : 
: R - - > McP9tt is continuous. Indeed, let us consider the following diagram 
(it arises due to the reflectivity of P # t ) : 
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Now we see that £ is equal to V - the continuous map. In par t icular , every 
subspace of R^ is closed. Thus every quotient space R^ /L (where L is a sub-
space of R^) has the form: R^ (/J 6o c ) , because I.e. topology on R^ is 
the final onei relatively to the natural map. Then every Lc^R has a com-
plement in R^ (even if by Bourbaki's Proposition 8.13 of L61), henceforth, 
L=R^ for some /3 :£oC, too. This gives the second assertion. 
By the main theorem of ill, <̂ ('K)=SCQP(G<C) (P stands for the operation 
of the taking the finite product). Hence we have the following chain of equa-
lities: 
v(p w+)=sc(p ?n+)=scQP(p w+)= w m + ) . 
So V(P OT+) is a va r i e ty and the corol lary is proved. 
Remark. Actually, it is possible to give a very short proof of Corol-
lary 3.2 based on some properties of the functor L.But we prefer another one 
which uses Rp/vy# only. In fact, the proof of this statement could be easily 
ext racted from [7]. 
Now we will prove our main result. As it is mentioned above, the result 
covers all deductive v a r i e t i e s . 
Here (and further in Section 3) co is always a limit and !3 is a non-
limit o rdina l respectively. We define: 
1) W:= U m . and m,:=*T( TT EXa)) 
oocORD * °° /-<<* + ' 
and m,y.= <^(E+(f3)); 
2) m*:=<rcm ,v), m^wcm^ ,v) and m^^nm^ ,v); 
R p ^ ^ ! = ^ ( E +
( ^ ^ > a n d 
and analogously R?m W* % R?m W* , R p m ^ * . 
Theorem 3.3. Let V be a prevariety of all LCSs endowed with the anti-
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d i s c r e t e I.e. topology. Then any deductive va r ie ty belongs to one of four 
collections of the deductive v a r i e t i e s in category LC: 
i) rii , m , m
A
; 
2) w* , w*, np 
3) Rpдаl W, Rpm Wл, Rpm
шß ; 
4) Rpm 7П*,RpmШl,Rpшm*. 
Remark. Notice that it is possible to consider V= 2#t>*, /3=0€0R0. 
This theorem is a consequence of the following 
3.4. Theorem. The deductive va r i e t i es in the category HLC are 
R p m O T ' R p m M - a n d R p w , m / 3 ° n l y -
Proof of Theorem 3.3: Let E be LCS, belonging to a deductive v a r i e t y ^ ? -
E can be w r i t t en as E ^ E_ , where VaE_ is a closure of zero in E and E +c 
«. HLC is its complement in E. If E_4_i0j, then V(-{El) 2 V. Thus the col-
lection 1 corresponds to the case Pttt =HLC and E_ = i0\ f o r any LCS E s Op. 
The collection 2 corresponds to the case of the existence of E^» E+, E w I*?. 
The collections 3, 4 appear from Theorem 3.4 analogously. The theorem is pro-
ved. 
Before the proof of Theorem 3.4 we shall formulate the following almost 
obvious but useful 
Lemma 3.5. Let a va r ie ty ffll be deductive. Then f o r every class of 
LCS's K, K s m implies V(K)= ^(K) or, equivalents, QP(K) a SC(K). 
Proof: Because of the equality 9*(K)=SCQP(K) and our assumption, we ha-
ve V(K)=SC(K)=SCQP(K), so we have QP(K)£ SC(K). That is all. 
In fact, Lemma 3.5 is a crucial observation. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4: The scheme of the proof is analogous to L7, The-
rem 13. 
For the convenience we shall divide our proof in 5 steps. In addition, 
for the sake of completeness all necessary auxiliary constructions and re-
sults are cited. 
Step 1. F i rst ly , it is necessary to ver ify that all the varieties of 
the ser ies of the theorem are deductive. To this end, the case of variety 
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Rp«yt ̂ 7i( $ is non- l im i t ) is exactly the conclusion of Corollary 3.2, 
point 2, combined with the equality #\K)=SCQP(K), mentioned above, and the 
obvious fact that Rp/*-* (E+(c6))., «• €- ORD, is isomorphic to its own square. 
Since RD^yt
 /#t = L.J RD>vw ^ A I » it is a deductive va r i e t y , because a uni-
on of an increasing chain of deductive va r i e t i es is deductive. Let us prove 
that Rp^y, WV, is deductive; 06 is a limit o rd ina l . To this end, by the de-
finition of Rp^yy fl^Lxthe following equality takes place: Rpn/, /Mlg6
 = 
=SCQP( TT Rptjyf (E.(A))).'So again by the v i r tue of Corollary 3.2 
non-limit (*-*<<. r m 
one has R p ^ *la =SC( ̂  R p ^ (E+(/5»). Thus, Rp*i « * ^ Rpaat ̂ 3 > 
the l a t t e r guarantees the deductivity again. 
Step 2. Now we turn our attention to some constructions and results of 
[81. Let X be a Tychonoff space, |ocI is a ca rd ina l . For t€X we put X.: = 
:= U A , where 1—1 denotes the disjoint union and if x + t, then A is a set 
xfeX x x 
of cardinality > |cC |; otherwise, A.= 4t$. The topology on X. is the follow-
ing: all points except t are isolated and every neighbourhood of the point t 
has the form: pi (V) \ U Bv, where p+ is a natural mapping from X+ into X 
x x + t XX X 
by the rule: A—» x eX; IT is a neighbourhood of t in X; B e A and 
card(Bv).6 |oc|. Let T(X,oO be t-J X. endowed with the topology of the dis-
x teX x 
jo in t union and p:T(X,oC)*-* X is U p+, i .e. corresponding to the disjoint 
t€X x 
mapping with p|Y =p+. 
*t x 
Leama 3.6 £8, Lemma ll. The map p :T(X,oo )—> X is a facto rable map. 
Recall that the map p is factorable if fo r every set V the set p~ (V) is 
open if and only if V is open. Recall also that L(X) denotes the free LCS on 
the Tychonoff space X. 
Lama 3.7 £S, Lemma 2]. For every Tychonoff space X and each LCS 
E c . # L ( T ( X , « ) ) with the Hamel basis S and card(E) £ |oc| the following equa-
lity takes place: 
L(T(X,oc))=E €)H and E= <® F . where F =F fo r each seS. 
seS s s 
Step 3. We need also the following 
Lawn 3.8. Let P Tti be a preva r ie ty (or simply a reflective subcate-
gory) in HLC. Then fo r every factorable map p:T —> X, X C P ^ t and Tychonoff 
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space T there is the following commutative diagram with a quotient map 
P*:R p m(L(T))-*X: 
ľ?m \ / . 
R P W (LCT)) 
Proof: Let % =fc -£0 \ be an absolutely convex neighbourhood of zero in 
R P m ^L^T^- Choose A 6 F with 3 21 n r ( T ) 4 0. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that U has this p r o p e r t y . It follows that the set r ( U n r ( T ) ) 
is open and nonempty. Henceforth, for V=p(r~ ( U o r ( T ) ) ) there is the chain 
of equalities and an inclusion: 
p"1(V)=p"1p(r"1(U^r(T)))=r*1(p :»"1)p>r(U^r(T)) =>T-l(U). 
The last set is open. Since p is a f a c t o r a b l e map, the set V is also o-
pen. Evidently, V c p * ( U ) , so p ( U ) is open, q.e.d. 
Step 4. Let H I b e a deductive v a r i e t y . Fix X € 1H , ca rd (X ) 2 V* . Ta-
ke cc 6 ORD, | <x.| > c a r d ( X ) . By Lemma 3.6, the re are the f a c t o r a b l e map 
p:T=T(X,cx) —* x and, as follows by Lemma 3.8, the quotient map 
p * :Rp)7y(L(T)) — > X. Accord ing to Lemma 3.5, LCS X is a subspace of some po-
wer | ( V G ORD) of the space R ^ ( L ( T ) ) (let us denote the last space by R ) . 
Indeed, it is obvious that Rn is isomorphic to R f o r every n e N, so QP(R)= 
=Q(R) € SC(R). 
The image of the restriction to X of the natural projection ?t :RS —> R 
is the subspace of R m ( L ( T ) ) with c a r d i n a l i t y -<: |«.|. 
We shall prove now that TT (X)=R 7 n ( E + ( /3*)), /3*e ORD and |/3* I < I cc |. 
Really, the space .TKX) lies on a subspace Ec-»R with the Hamel basis S, 
c a r d ( E ) - c | o C | . By Lemma 3.7, we have L(T)=( © F ) ® H and E= Q F . Since 
SfeS seS 
R-n ( L ( T ) ) = Rm ( © s
 F
9> ©
 R m ( H ) = R» ( E +
( 0 Ci ) ) <* R»t ( H )' 
where cc,=card(S) < | oo | and HnS=0, it follows that jr (X) is a subspace of 
R w ( E + ( ^ ) ) . 
Now JT(X) has the form: R w(E +(y)) (|yl< I oCĵ D by Corollary 3.2. 
Consequently, X is a subspace of the product of spaces of the form 
R/^(E+(y)), and so of the form Rp™ (E (^0) simultaneously. Lastly, we ha-
ve for our deductive variety 9yt 
(*) W £ S C ( TT R p m(E +(^)))=^( TT R p w (E+(T))). 
Step 5. Now we get a conclusion of the theorem by means of successive 
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examinations of all possible cases. Namely: let e:= inf^oc e 0R0, 
T ( R p m ( E + ( o O ) ) 2 m ] . If e exists, then m has the form R ^ W ^ 
or R^, T/Xfl respectively to the cases & is a limit or non-limit ordinal. 
Actually, the ordinal qf in (*) is the indexing ordinal ^ < e . So the pro-
duct TT will be TT or TT . The latter leads to RD/W, 9fiL by using spa-
ces with the form Rp^(E +(o6)). If & does not exist, then W.-R.^'Wl ; it 
is even more easier than the case of the existence of e. . Thus we have got 
all the collections of the theorem. 
Corollary 3.9. The deductive varieties in HLC are exactly varieties, 
generated by the class of LCSs with the strongest in some prevariety I.e. 
topology or (just the same) by the class of projective objects in this pre-
variety . 
Proof: The first assertion is implied by combining Theorem 3.4 and Co-
rollary 3.2. The second one is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1 of 
L73 which contains the suitable characterization of projective objects in the 
prevariety ?Ttl : they are exactly the spaces with the strongest in the pre-
variety P W I.e. topology. The corollary is proved. 
3. Vilimovsky [14] proved that there exists the greatest (by inclusion) 
reflective subcategory K t> HLC with K n N0RM= i Fn|n 6 N}, where NORM is the 
category of all normed spaces. It is not hard to see that K is a p r e v a r i e t y . 
Indeed, for K & V(K) and infinite-dimensional normed space N we have: if 
n 
Nc_»TTF., F.fcLC, then Nc^TT F. for some n& N; and there exists jsl ( I is 
1 1 i=l x 
an indexed set, icl, too) so that F. has an infinite-dimensional normed spa-
ce as a subspace. Thus, V(K) also (hereditarily) does not contain infinite-
dimensional normed spaces. 
The prevariety P W* , generated by the class of LCS with the form 
R-XE (oc)) ( oo G. ORD), is the greatest deductive subprevariety in K. So we 
can formulate this observation as follows: 
Corollary 3.10. There exists the greatest deductive variety in HLC, 
not containing infinite-dimensional normed spaces. 
4. Exanples 
Exaaple 1. (Here F=R.) As has been proved above (Corollary 3.2), the 
prevariety V(-lqp'}), where y =E+(o>), is deductive. It implies, in particu-
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lar, the result in 12]: V(-{<j>$) is the second smallest variety in HLC, besi-
des the variety V&RJ) of LCS with the weak I . e . topology, in the following 
sense: any variety, containing V(\R*)= <W (\ R \) and which is not equal to 
V({RJ), contains V(iy$ ), t oo . 
It is obvious that V(lR$) is deduct ive . 
Example 2. The variety 7l of all nuclear LCS's and the variety S of all 
Schwartz LCS's are not deduct ive . It is enough to prove this claim for 7ft be-
cause 71 c S. In order to prove this suppose on the contrary that 2(1 is de-
duc t i ve . It is well known (this is a result of T. and Y. Komura) that #fc has 
a universal generator - the Frechet space s of rapidly decreasing sequences 
(see, e . g . L 2 ] ) . (Recall also that LCS E is said to be a universal generator 
in the variety W if ffl =SC(E).) This is a contradiction with the following 
Proposition 4.1. Let W be a deductive variety in HLC. Then W> has 
not the metrizable LCS as a universal generator if ?2T 4- V(i¥\). 
Proof (by contradiction): By Theorem 3.4 there is an equality 
W = V ( FT R ^ ( E (A))), oc, z o>. 
(I < oc 3TI + '"' 
Let P be a universal generator of JU . If it were metrizable, then it 
would be a product of metrizable spaces in KXl (in genera l ) . Thus, by our as-
sumption, P is a product of metrizable subspaces in V1 R ^ (E ( p ) ) . Sin-
ce W, 4 V(-iF}), it follows that V( -t^i ) c m (as cited above), which means 
that R m (E+(u>))= f . Because cp is not metrizable LCS, one easily sees 
that any metrizable subspace E of „TT R (EC ft)) is either some power of 
ft < cC 51 v + ' 
the space F or a subspace of this power, i.e. E is LCS, having the weak topo-
l ogy . This is a contradiction with our assumption fflt^r V(iFl), so the pro-
position is proved . 
The proof allows to establish the following 
Corollary 4.2. If W, - ^ ( K ) , where K is a class of metrizable spaces, 
then IKi is not deductive. 
Proof: The argument is the same as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, be-
cause it suffices to observe that 73% contains 3#,= QP(K?\), where PeK and 
so Vtl, must be a deductive variety. 
Now we have also an immediate 
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Corollary 4.3. The class of non-deductive varieties in HLC(LC) is a 
proper class. The class of the deductive varieties in HLC(LC) is a proper 
class, too. 
Proof: The first claim is a consequence of Corollary 4.2. To prove the 
second one it suffices to look at the varieties W^ - rf3f,(E+(oc)), <xe ORD. 
Example 3. There exists just-non-singly generated deductive variety 
W , for which every its proper subvariety is a singly generated variety 
(i.e. it is equal to < W E T ) , E6HLC) and deductive. Namely 33t=^(E+),whe-
re E + is a class of all spaces with the strongest I.e. topology [91. 
Notice again that this result is a consequence of Theorem 3.4 and v.v. 
Theorem 3.4 may be considered as a natural generalization of the structure 
of the variety 2tfl. 
This note with Corollary 3.9 is an explanation of our last phrase in Ab-
stract. 
5. Problems 
1. What is a characterization of the structure of the deductive varie-
ties of topological vector spaces? 
It seems that this problem is more topological, because there is no func-
tor like L in the category of topological vector spaces. In addition, it 
seems worthwhile to mention that there exist some characterizations in terms 
of reflectors. 
2. Is there a suitable characterization of the structure of the deduc-
tive varieties of topological groups? 
It is possible that this characterization is based on the correspondence 
basis of laws (topological laws) (cf., e.g. 193). 
The author expresses his gratitude to V.G. Pestov and especially to A.G. 
Leiderman for encouragement; he also would like to thank E.R. Leonov for his 
assistance. 
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